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Chair Smith, Ranking Member Rounds, and other members of the Subcommittee, 

 

 

 

Over the years, USDA has built trusted relationships in rural communities and an 

infrastructure of rural service providers that understand the unique conditions of local 

markets. My organization, Fahe, is a network of more than 50 local leaders building the 

American Dream in Appalachia. And as a regional, nonprofit, financial intermediary 

based in Berea, Kentucky, Fahe also helps provide access to capital for housing and 

community development.  

 

In addition to my role as CEO and President of Fahe, I serve as a member of the 

Bipartisan Policy Center’s Housing Council, a group of housing experts—including 

current and former federal, state, and local public officials, academics, practitioners, 

and industry leaders—first convened in early 2021 to help BPC develop bipartisan 

housing policy and guide policymakers. BPC—going back to its Housing Commission in 

2013—has long recognized the critical importance of U.S. Department of Agriculture 

(USDA) in providing housing assistance.  

 

In advance of the hearing, I wish to raise several considerations from our work in rural 

communities and with USDA programs. 

 

Income Eligibility 

 

Many federal programs rely on community economic information produced by the U.S. 

Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) for targeting and eligibility 

based on incomes of families. These include crucial housing and community 

development programs, administered by USDA, which low-income families and entire 

towns and counties rely upon.  

 

HUD produces, for every metropolitan statistical area (MSA) and non-metropolitan 

county, a measure known as the Median Family Income, more popularly referred to as 

Area Median Income (AMI). This measure reflects the median income for families living 

in the area in question, and is used as the basis of the calculations which establish 

program “income limits.” Because income limits are set as percentages of the AMI, if 

the AMI calculation for a community is flawed, so too are the income limits for any 

program which bases eligibility on the HUD AMI figure. 

 

In the authorizing language contained in Section 567 of the Housing and Community 

Development Act of 1987 (P.L. 100-242), Congress placed a “state floor” into the 

calculation of non-metropolitan county AMIs to prevent a particularly poor county from 

suffering from a depressed AMI. This state floor mechanism stated that in calculating 

such a county’s AMI, if the median income of the entire nonmetropolitan area of the 

state was higher, that county shall use the higher number. This state floor mechanism 

works very well in states with relatively affluent non-metropolitan areas, and only a few 

isolated poor counties. For instance, the states of California, New York, Colorado, and 

North Dakota are all examples of the system working as intended.  
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Where the system breaks down, however, is in states with concentrations of rural 

poverty. In regions like Appalachia (e.g. Kentucky, West Virginia), the Mississippi Delta 

(e.g. Mississippi, Louisiana), and along the southern border (e.g. New Mexico, Arizona) 

concentrations of rural poverty artificially lower AMI calculations state wide.  

 

In these instances, living in a poorer state means that Congress’s intended safety 

mechanism fails. The people in those communities are doubly disadvantaged by living 

in a poor county and a poor state. The result is that in affected communities, federal 

assistance is not reaching exactly the people it needs to reach, as it was intended to by 

Congress.  

 

For example, right now in Perry County, Kentucky a family of four cannot qualify for any 

housing assistance through HUD if their income is greater than 180% of the federal 

poverty level (FPL). Whereas in a similar county, with a similar economy, but in a richer 

state, like Conejos County, Colorado, the same family can make up to 248% of the FPL 

and qualify—solely because of the state floor mechanism. That leaves thousands and 

thousands of families in Appalachia, the Mississippi Delta, and along the U.S.-Mexico 

border too poor to afford safe, stable housing on the open market, while conversely 

considered by their government too rich to help. In many cases if these families lived in 

similar communities, but just over the border into neighboring states, they would qualify 

for assistance.  

 

While the most straightforward and troubling effects of this policy disparity are found in 

the failure of families to qualify for assistance, it also has downstream effects in 

investment, rural community/economic development, and housing construction. 

Because AMIs and income limits are unreasonably low, other metrics and standards are 

also low. For example, when low-income multifamily housing is constructed using the 

Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC), the resulting maximum rents that can be 

charged are based on the areas AMI. In places impacted by these unreasonably low 

AMIs, the resulting allowable rent figures are often so low that projects cannot be cash-

flowed. This often precludes the construction of the housing in the first place—keeping 

drastically-needed new housing from being constructed in some of the most 

impoverished corners of our country.   

 

In recent years, USDA has become aware of this issue in rural communities and worked 

creatively to correct this imbalance. USDA now applies a policy known as “income 

banding,” which allows households of various sizes to qualify for programs as if they 

were larger households—effectively raising income limits for three quarters of eligible 

households. We applaud USDA’s creative and responsive policy making in this space, 

but their improved program eligibility rules still operate within this broken framework.  

 

A complete solution to this problem requires Congress and HUD to act to institute a 

national floor, modeled on the state floor, that will wipe out disparities in rural policy. By 

inserting into the Housing and Community Development Act of 1987 a new requirement 

that HUD also include the “national nonmetropolitan median income” as a floor in its 

AMI calculations, Congress can ensure that its original intent is carried out. In places 

where the state nonmetropolitan median income is depressed by concentrated rural 
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poverty, the national floor would bring that community’s AMI up to the national 

average—wiping out disparity without privileging any community.  

 

The national floor proposed here would increase the AMIs for 998 counties across the 

country—245 of which are in Appalachia and 190 are in the Mississippi Delta, where 

these income limit issues are most acute due to concentrated rural poverty and low 

state AMI floors. 

 

Declining Buying Power, Project Cost Increases  

 

While we are thankful of Congress’ recent passage of increased funding for USDA’s 

Section 502 Single Family Housing Direct Loans, this year has been an anomaly in the 

program’s recent funding history. Previously, the 502 program had not received 

significantly increased funding since the late 2000s, and then only in response to the 

Great Recession, and only temporarily. The program reached its peak in 1979, with 

appropriations of $2.8 billion (over $11 billion in today’s money). Compare that with 

today’s funding level of $1.25 billion. The 502 program provides a stellar opportunity for 

low-income Americans to enter homeownership, revitalizes communities, and replaces 

substandard housing in some of our most in-need rural places. But, we are woefully 

underfunding the program. The extensive network of nonprofit homebuilders, housing 

counsellors, and service providers is ready to expand their work if the needed mortgage 

products are made available.  

 

Wages across the country, and particularly in economically hard-hit rural areas, 

decreased during the pandemic. Even before then, wages for the middle class have 

stagnated and declined for low-income Americans, since 1980. This overall lack of 

wage growth has contributed significantly to the inability of many Americans to access 

stable, safe housing that they can afford. The year to year flat funding of federal 

investments into housing, and occasional real decreases in funding, combined with the 

rising cost of mortgages and declining buying power of the dollar, have caused the 502 

program to be a fraction what it once was. For example, a leading nonprofit 

‘packager’ of USDA loans reported that in early May of 2022 it had a pipeline of families 

applying for mortgages that exceeded $1 billion in total loan volume. Fahe, the 

packager in question, is a network of nonprofits working to build the American Dream in 

Appalachia. This one group alone could expend the entire national 502 Direct 

appropriation single-handedly.   

 

And this is not a unique problem; almost all of the investments targeted to, or used in, 

rural places have decreased their funding levels and therefore effectiveness over the 

years. The equally crucial USDA Section 504 Very-Low Income Home Repair Program 

served half as many people in 2020 as it did at its peak in 1980. Outside of the USDA 

portfolio, but equally important to rural communities housing investments, the HUD 

HOME Investment Partnerships Program received the same appropriation this fiscal year 

as in 1992, the year it was introduced. The $1.5 billion appropriation in 1992, if only 

adjusted for inflation, would call for a more than $3 billion appropriation this year.  

 

At the same time as flat funding and decreased buying power have limited the number 

of Americans who can receive assistance through these programs, increased 
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construction and labor costs have raised the price of individual projects. While this trend 

was certainly present before the onset of the pandemic, they have exploded as part of 

the economic fallout. First dimensional lumber, then appliances, and now everything 

from windows to window installers have dramatically and quickly increased in price. This 

has caused not only the programs as a whole to be able to do less, but also each 

individual project to do less as costs have increased.  

 

This is particularly important as many of these programs have per-unit caps on cost, 

either de facto or in practice. Take the Section 504 program: there is a statutory limit on 

how much a low-income senior can borrow for home repairs before a promissory note is 

needed. The current limit of $7,500 was set in 2000 (P.L. 106-569) and is easily exceeded 

on an average project today. Low-income seniors across the country are hesitant to 

place a new lien on their homes, often the most important source of financial stability 

and independence they have for their retirement. This hesitancy causes many seniors to 

not go forward with the repairs, or dramatically limit the scope of work, leaving them in 

housing with aging roofs, failing furnaces, leaky windows, and still greater costs in the 

future. Increasing the limit before a promissory note requires congressional action.  

 

In recognition of these nearly-universal cost overruns, some state housing finance 

agencies have increased per-project maximums for HUD construction funding, and 

others have used state funding sources to provide extra funding to fill these gaps. 

However, this flexible response has not been universal, and little can be done on the 

state or local level to induce this sort of flexibility with USDA construction and 

rehabilitation programs. Leadership at USDA could increase these per-project 

maximums on their own programs, making more funding available for each home 

rehabilitated. This would enable the same quality of service as was achievable before 

the pandemic.  

 

But, like all increases to per-project maximums, it also means that without increased 

appropriations, fewer people will be able to access these investments. A recent 

example of this has been the needed increase to mortgage limits across the country, 

which allow USDA mortgage products to be used in the purchase of modest homes in 

more-expensive markets. Unfortunately, increased mortgage limits with static total 

funding will mean fewer families in homes. To have the full impact, and to serve more 

Americans, more fully, both per-project maximums and overall appropriations need to 

be increased in tandem.  

 

Appraisal Gap 

 

The “Appraisal Gap” is an issue of much concern across the country, and especially in 

deeply rural areas and persistent poverty counties. In deeply rural Appalachia, for 

example, declining populations, substandard housing, and an almost complete lack of 

newly-built housing since 2008 have all combined to depress the private housing market 

in certain communities. The result is that when nonprofit housing providers do build a 

new home, the cost to build it exceeds the price for which it is appraised. This creates 

an appraisal gap that needs to be filled with subsidy to make projects viable. This issue 

has become even more acute and widespread as recent increases to construction 

costs have proliferated.  
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Existing subsidies are proving insufficient, and come from HUD programs that are also 

needed elsewhere in the community. USDA currently provides no subsidy that is 

compatible with this issue. In recent years, bipartisan members of Congress have 

proposed the Neighborhood Homes Investment Act, which would create a new tax 

credit allowing nonprofits to build or renovate groups of homes by providing funding to 

cover the appraisal gap. While the proposed program would not cover every rural 

community, it would go a long way toward solving this issue where it could be 

successfully deployed. In the interim, or in addition, USDA could look at its ability to 

create a flexible subsidy source for new construction intended to be sold using the 502 

Direct mortgage product—or allow homes in depressed housing markets to be sold at a 

responsibly-set, higher-than-appraised value.  

 

Nonprofit homebuilders are generally also concerned with building high-quality 

housing, which includes housing that is energy efficient. In many rural communities, 

home utility bills for heating can contribute heavily to housing cost burdens, and 

increased energy efficiency contributes to long-term affordability for the homeowner. 

However, home appraisers in these locations tend to not completely value these 

improvements which comparable homes in the area do not have. USDA has moved in 

recent years to consolidate the appraisal process, and as such has an opportunity to 

educate the appraisers it relies on as to the value of energy efficiency-oriented 

construction.  

 

Failing a change to the current status quo, such as those suggested above, and facing 

increased construction costs and shrinking subsidy availability, eventually even 

nonprofit home builders will have to cease new construction in these communities. This 

will leave these the middle- and lower-income residents of these areas without access 

to any new housing stock.  

 

Strengthening Nonprofit Partners 

 

Historically, and increasingly, USDA Rural Housing Service has relied on its partners in the 

nonprofit space to deploy the Department’s resources. Nonprofits not only build and 

repair homes, but locate and connect buyers and borrowers, guide them through 

complex federal applications, and educate them on topics like financial literacy and 

the homebuying process. Likewise, nonprofits rely on the USDA to provide the financing 

for homebuyers, and the funding that allows the nonprofits to conduct programs, pay 

staff, and manage buildings.  

 

But nonprofits in rural places are often in need of capacity building assistance; years of 

disinvestment, limited philanthropic activity, and increasing costs have left many of 

these groups with too few employees, too much risk, and their communities with less 

assistance than needed. USDA could seek to relieve some of these capacity burdens 

through regulatory action.  

 

For example, the simple matter of applications for federal funding. At a nonprofit 

without a grant writer as an employee, the paperwork involved in applying for federal 

funding can be too much to easily handle. When a proposed project will require more 
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than one federal funding source, this problem multiplies. USDA could seek to ease this 

burden by creating a way for a nonprofit to make a single application for multiple USDA 

funding sources at one time.  

 

And as costs increase, margins slim; the risk of operating/managing federally-funded 

housing over the course of the affordability period increases. To lesson the risk of 

development, now having a dampening effect on the work, USDA could change both 

indirect rates and administrative rates for its programs – increasing the ability of 

nonprofits to successfully develop and manage housing projects.  

 

Existing Workforce Barriers 

 

As noted elsewhere in this statement, USDA investments and HUD investments are 

always used together on the community level, and often on the project level, to 

improve lives in rural places. In the rural housing space however, HUD investments are 

often kept out of projects on existing housing because of differing lead safety 

regulations. Lead-based paint poses a hazard to the health and safety of residents and 

workers in homes constructed prior to 1978—more than 50% of homes in America. 

Although EPA and HUD regulations require certification for workers and inspectors, the 

market is failing to provide the labor supply. This lack of certified lead inspectors means 

that HUD investments must be avoided when looking to repair or rehabilitate pre-1978 

housing. In deeply rural places, with their older-than-average housing stock, larger 

senior population, and greater rates of substandard housing, this inability to tap into 

HUD investments leads these communities to rely solely on oversubscribed USDA funding 

for this work.   

 

More broadly, but equally acutely, is the disabling lack of skilled labor in rural 

communities. Following a wave of retirements and company closures following the 2008 

housing crash, the construction industry in rural places has never recovered. Nonprofit 

housing providers face challenges with locating local businesses and tradesmen who 

can do the required work. Adding on top of that the lower value of nonprofit jobs to a 

contractor, it has become increasingly difficult to find workers and businesses to build 

and repair houses for low-income Americans.  

 

Where local contractors and lead inspectors cannot be found, nonprofits are faced 

with two options: 1) bring in contractors from nearby cities if possible, or 2) forgo the 

work entirely. Option 1 carries with it significantly increased costs, delays, and the 

outflow of money from the local economy in direct opposition to community 

development best practices, if it is possible to do it at all.  

 

Workforce development in construction and trades is one of the most pressing, and 

widespread, issues in rural areas, and one of the ripest for investment by USDA and 

other federal agencies. The construction industry is a common economic engine in 

every community in the country, and in rural America it is declining every year, despite 

market pressures to the contrary. USDA could target existing business development 

programs at this lagging but crucial employment sector. They could bring in assistance 

from the Small Business Administration and focus work on building new businesses and 

expanding the workforce in construction, trades, and lead inspection. Furthermore, 
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USDA and Congress could allow nonprofit organizations access to programs like the 

Rural Business Development Grant and similar programs, which would allow existing 

nonprofit partners to expand their own in-house construction efforts and begin to grow 

the needed workforce themselves.   

 

Federal Match Requirements  

 

The issue of matching federal dollars is a problem in typical times for persistent poverty 

areas, and a near impossibility in the current climate of recovering from COVID-19 and 

natural disasters. While programs like those of USDA’s Rural Development are used 

widely in persistent poverty regions, they are frequently stymied by the lack of matching 

dollars. Without a waiver, it is often difficult to deploy these investments in exactly the 

type of place that needs it the most. Especially with programs like Rural Community 

Development Initiative Grants, which are supposed to build capacity for rural areas, 

match requirements—predicated on having a certain amount of capacity to raise 

match—are a hindrance to communities of persistent poverty and to rural communities 

across the board. A recent promising example, which could be replicated in other 

program areas and made permanent for persistent poverty areas, is the recent White 

House memorandum waiving the 25% non-federal match for FEMA Disaster Relief, and 

the waivers in the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act broadband provisions.  

 

Conclusion 

 

USDA programs, particularly those providing various types of housing assistance, have 

historically garnered strong bipartisan support.  We hope this Subcommittee continues 

in this fashion, working collaboratively to further improve the effectiveness of USDA’s 

Rural Housing Service and advance the goal of a safe, decent, home that every family 

can afford. Fahe stands ready to continue our partnership with USDA, ensuring that 

every American family can achieve prosperity.  

 

Thank you for your leadership on rural housing issues and the opportunity to provide our 

input. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

Jim King  

CEO and President, Fahe  

 


